NITER LANGUAGE CLUB
Objectives:






To develop skills in different language
To create opportunities in job sector
To make ourselves capable enough for higher studies
To build a sustainable future career
To increase confidence in communication

Offers provided from the institution:





English
German
Italy
Japanese

Plan for English language:
We have planned to continue our learning through a combination of practicing our
skills on Listening
 Reading
 Writing
 Speaking
Ice Breaking:
Before starting every weekly session we will arrange some activities to remove our
stiffness, anxiety, and fear o increase flexibility, confidence in communication
which would be the most important step in learning language e.g.: Mimicry to
describe a particular word or sentence, jumble words, jumble sentence, truth and
dare, Criticism, competitive game, quiz on movie etc.
Reading:





Passage
Article
News portal
Book

Writing:
 Free hand on the given passage with a particular sequence or circumstances.
 Write a passage with those jumbled words from the ice breaking part.
Listening & Speaking:








Giving speech in front of the class on own free hand writing.
Public speech on given situations or words.
Extempore speech.
Dialogue between two on given situation (formal or informal).
Sharing hobby experience, imagination with the class.
Review from the audience.
Discussing common mistakes.

Activities for German language:
We offer germen language course level A1, A2, B1 & B2 to prepare students for
higher studies in germen speaking counties like Germany, Austria, the
Netherlands…It facilitates them a very good hope to achieve scholarship pursuing
M.Sc. & PhD program. Speaking continue our learning through a combination of
practicing our skills on  Listening
 Reading
 Writing
 Speaking
Steps for German language:
German language is new to maximum people and it learning process will be
continuing level wise following the books named “Netwerk” and “Tangram
Aktuell”.
Each session will be based on a chapter where reading, writing, listening and
speaking will be focused. Then it will move forward to conversation and making
dialogues.

Other activities
Different types of programs like as seminars, debate, etc. are also
organized from this club.

